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Wednesday 19th October
Coach pick up at 9am from The Grand Hotel Birmingham 

The Factory Tours showcase two of the Confederation of British Metalforming members. The on-site 
visits includes a guided tour of the two factories, an opportunity to network and lunch. 

10am Morning - Gestamp Tallent Ltd, Cannock 

Gestamp Tallent UK is part of the Global Gestamp 
Automacion Corporation whose headquarters are in 
Madrid Spain.  It is one of the largest metal forming 
companies in the world with 115 factories and 13 R&D centres. We work with almost every OEM to 
develop technologies and to apply our innovative products into their vehicles   We have our product 
divisions within the group.
 
Chassis, design and manufacture of complete underframes in both steel and aluminium integrating 
extrusions, castings,  hydro-formed and machined components into complex assemblies.   
 
Closures, door hinges and complex sun roof mechanisms.  
 
Body in White (BiW), providing cold and high strength hot stampings and assemblies for every part of 
the body structure.  
 
Electrification (EV), is the our fastest growing offering complete design and manufacture of battery trays. 
 
At Gestamp West Midlands we focus on BiW and EV.  There are two hot stamping lines  converting mild 
steel sheet in to complex high strength structural pressings used for safety critical areas of the body 
structures.  We are also producing aluminium battery trays for premium vehicles using extrusions joined 
together with advanced welding technologies,   then machined and cleaned before adding additional 
parts utilising MIG welding and clinching technologies.    
 
Gestamp is defined by its innovative technologies, a highly skilled work force and customer support.  
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Lunch at NMC Venue 

2pm Afternoon - C Brandauer & Co Ltd, Birmingham

One of Europe’s largest precision stamping companies
Brandauer is splitting microns at its facility in Birmingham 
and to put that into perspective, a single hair comprises 40 
microns. It is this kind of precision that brings Brandauer’s 
capabilities in the design and manufacture of pressed metal components to the fore.

Everything stamped by Brandauer fits in the palm of your hand and is often fundamental to the operation 
of products, devices and vehicles used all over the world, every single day.

Brandauer is one of the largest contract presswork and metal stamping companies in Europe, offering 
the complete range of services required for the supply of precision stamped metal components: from 
prototyping, design, and in-house tool production (or a specialist tool transfer service) through to high-
quality manufacturing and logistics.

Since Brandauer was founded in 1862, it has evolved into a world-class engineering company, 
specialising in the manufacture of high-speed precision metal components, in difficult materials, for a 
wide range of industry sectors.

Brandauer also has a specialist product range offering that includes Electrical Steel Laminations, 
EloPin® Press-Fit, Self-Adhesive Cable Clips, a reusable visor developed in response to the Covid 
pandemic, and several unique progression press tooling standards.


